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Roger Ebert 
on “Laura”

• Film noir is known for its 
convoluted plots and 
arbitrary twists, but even 
in a genre that gave us 
“The Maltese Falcon,” 
this takes some kind of 
prize. “Laura” (1944) 
has…

https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/great-movie-the-maltese-falcon-1941


a detective who never goes to the station; 

a suspect who is invited to tag along as other suspects are interrogated; 

a heroine who is dead for most of the film;

a man insanely jealous of a woman even though he never for a moment 
seems heterosexual;

a romantic lead who is a dull-witted Kentucky bumpkin moving in Manhattan 
penthouse society

and a murder weapon that is returned to its hiding place by the cop, who will 
“come by for it in the morning.” 



That “Laura” continues to weave a 
spell -- and it does -- is a tribute to 

style over sanity. No doubt the famous 
musical theme by David Raksin has 
something to do with it: The music 

lends a haunted, nostalgic, regretful 
cast to everything it plays under, and it 

plays under a lot. 

There is also Clifton Webb's narration, 
measured, precise, a little mad: “I shall 
never forget the weekend Laura died. 



It is Clifton Webb's performance as Waldo Lydecker that 
stands at the heart of the film, with Vincent Price, as 
Laura's fiancee Shelby Carpenter, nibbling at the edges 
like an eager spaniel. Both actors, and Judith Anderson as 
a neurotic friend, create characters who have no reality 
except their own, which is good enough for them.

The hero (Dana Andrews) and heroine (Gene 
Tierney), on the other hand, are cardboard. As 
actors, Tierney and Andrews basically play 
eyewitnesses to scene-stealing by Webb and 
Price.

https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/vincent-price


• The movie basically 
consists of well-
dressed rich people 
standing in luxury 
flats and talking to a 
cop. 



• All of these absurdities and 
improbabilities somehow do not 
diminish the film's appeal. They may 
even add to it. Some of the lines have 
become unintentionally funny, James 
Naremore writes in More than Night: 
Film Noir in its Contexts, “Where 
'Laura' is concerned, the camp effect 
is at least partly intended--any movie 
that puts Clifton Webb, Judith 
Anderson and Vincent Price in the 
same drawing room is inviting a 
mood of fey theatricality.”



DIALOGUE

• Waldo Lydecker (Clifton Webb): “It’s lavish, but I call it 
home.”

• Maid: “I ain’t afraid of cops. I was brought up to spit 
whenever I saw one.”

• Lydecker to Det. McPherson: “McPherson, why did they 
have to photograph her in that horrible condition?”

• McPherson: “When a dame gets killed, she doesn’t care 
how she looks.”



• Lydecker: Will you 
stop calling her a 
dame? Look 
around. Is this the 
home of a dame?”



Lydecker to McPherson: 
“Have you ever been in 
love, detective?”

McPherson:  “A dame in 
Washington Heights once 
got a fox fur out of me?”



Lydecker
(Webb) to 
McPherson 
(Andrews)

• “Ever strike you that you’re 
acting crazy?...You’ll end up in 
a psycho ward. I don’t think 
they’ve ever had a patient 
who fell in love with a 
corpse.”



The Devil Thumbs a Ride & Other Unforgettable 
Films
by Barry Gifford

• Laura is High Melodrama, enduring noir. 
Actually a better movie on each subsequent 
viewing…at first it seems too pat, too 
elaborately set up. But what happens is that 
the individual performances are worth 
examining more carefully and…reveal 
themselves to be masterful 
characterizations…



• Dana Andrews is 
exceptionally good here, 
showing a depth of 
character I’d never have 
suspected him of being 
able to convey.

• This is easily Dana 
Andrews’ best 
performance.

• (Laura) is one of the 
most cleverly 
constructed films ever 
made.



Film Noir: 75 Years of the Greatest Crime Films

“the most hallucinatory noir ever.”

Note: The film began as a play, then a novel, finally a film. The film 
reflects a campy, deliberately theatrical quality…

…there is more than a little gay subtext here… In Laura, “every 
character has a so-called ‘perversion, a wayward or forbidden desire.



“an older 
woman for 
a younger 

‘kept’ man;

A seemingly 
closeted gay man 

playing Svengali to 
a woman in part so 
he can vicariously 

experience her 
relationships with 

men;

And foremost, a 
man’s 

necrophiliac 
love for a dead 

woman.

Desire in Laura
is never 

‘straight’ --- and 
we are all, it 

asserts, 
fundamentally 

crooked.”



Film Noir: 
The Dark 
Side of the 
Screen by F. 
Hirsch

Laura is a cool piece of work, silken, remote, 
perhaps the most posh of all films noir. The film 
has a powerful atmosphere of repressed sexuality.

The film’s villain “is one of noir’s great 
psychopaths.”

Vincent Price plays  a kept man…

(Judith) Anderson’s masculine presence completes 
the tone of sexual ambiguity that runs through the 
film.



• The film’s themes of 
sexual transference and 
obsession are presented 
obliquely, giving the 
drama a stealthy 
undercurrent.



Otto Preminger, Director

•“I understand the 
people in Laura. 
They’re all heels. Just 
like my friends in New 
York.”



AWARDS

• Academy Award for Best Black and White Cinematography

• Otto Preminger, nominated for the Academy Award for Best Director, lost to Leo 
McCarey for Going My Way

• Clifton Webb, nominated for the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor , 
lost to Barry Fitzgerald in Going My Way.

• Nominated for the Academy Award for Best Adapted Screenplay, lost to Frank 
Butler and Frank Cavett for Going My Way. 

• Nominated for the Academy Award for Best Black-and-White Art Direction and 
Interior Decoration, lost to Gaslight.
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•BEFORE
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WHO WAS THE SINGER?









AFTER THE MOVIE





Dana Andrews (1909-1992)



Steve 
Forrest (1925-
2013)



James 
Arness
(1924-2011)



Peter Graves 
(1926-2010)



Gene Tierney (1920 – 1991)



Clifton 
Webb (1889-

1966)



Noel Coward on Clifton 
Webb’s Death

• He lived with his mother until 
her death at age 91 in 1960, 
leading Noël Coward to remark, 
"It must be terrible to be 
orphaned at 71."

T
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Laura by 
David Raskin 
(the composer)




